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Mp. James K. Hall, chief 5/29/81 

Washington, D.C. 20535 

if anything within ay recent experiences led me to believe thet the PSI is capable 

of hime smotions, iis shane, 1°21 to you to be HEBER ashused of your Rotter of tie 27th 
and what it#frepresents. Besides its self-serving character and untra 
make 2% 8 were or lems tyson FAL letter. 

Tf any of you had any deceney, when you are impelled to phay dirty tricks ad juve~ 

Mile gemesa with = sick old man, you'd sh least refuse » accept public moneys for that sport.’ 

Net only did you provide deliberstely illegible worksheets, your letter off but 

tad sentences pretends they are not illegible. Bven when you state that you have re+ 

written what in your wowts appeared to be illegible, 

pretend to have done. You have not rewkitten all the illegible entries and you have not 

provided thoes that are @liminated in your making boles thfouch then. You also heve not 

On the Marina Ssveld wortmhect the file identification rensins withheld. On the other 
worksheet whet is witten in where the file is to go romaine Allegible, with no effort by 

iS, which 

you to make it legible.’ Dates and other information remain illegible and meorrected, 

This is an original record. There is no exouse for any of it being illegible. The 

only appament purpose served is your indulgence ef nastiness ani pettiness, There certainly 

is no need for any lack of clarity with an originsl record. 

The pages I provided to my counsel were not all that are not clear. They wore to 

iliustrate the problem you manufactured as part of your unbecoming harassment. You do not 

Sey you have reviewed any others and you provide no copies of any others. Nor any explanation 

The onky apparent purpose for continming to withhold the dates of processing, whith were tx 

have been provided, is to hide other FEE untruthfulness. Sincerely, Harold Weisberg


